HERSONISSOS, CRETE, 17 May 2012: In an effort to further training, Creta Maris Beach Resort in collaboration with the Hersonissos Fire department held an educational seminar regarding fire prevention and firefighting techniques for all employees on May 14th, 2012.

The seminar was conducted in two parts. The first part was theoretical and referred to the causes of fires, ways to cope and also included a question-answer session with the specialists. The second was more practical, where attendees were able to practice using fire extinguishers and other media.

Since the hotel is open from April 1st, there was a large audience. There were 130 employees who attended the event.

Creta Maris Beach Resort emphasizes the continuous-adequate training of employees in the utmost importance for the preservation of the hotel and its customers.

Creta Maris Beach Resort belongs to Metaxa’s Group of Companies and operates since 1975. It has a capacity of 675 rooms, suites and bungalows, 6 restaurants, 7 bars, 7 swimming pools, gym, Spa, Asterias Children's Club, and many places for outdoor and indoor activities for children and adults.

Hotel Photos are available in high resolution on our site http://www.maris.gr/media/image-library.aspx